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BRAZIL
SAMBAS
Back in the
Race!
The 3rd Round was a night for
Brazilian football. Raised from the
near dead, the squad found inspired
play from missing Captain, Cane, who
led the team to 10 points, their first
goal and their first win -- all in one
night. Uruguay continued it’s
domination - still unbeaten -- while
the USA had it’s first blemish on a
previously unbeaten mark, but stayed
on the heels of Uruguay. Italy
continued to play the part of potential
spoiler, while Mexico dealt with being
undermanned a 2nd consecutive
night.

UNIFORMS QUESTIONED: SPAIN
While Spanish football in 21st
centuries 2nd decade has been
amongst the most esteemed, it was
odd and awkward Wednes night when
the team rolled out without their
uniforms. “We don’t need them,”
Coach Brent reports.
continued on page 2

CONFIDENT? If confidence was measured in
degrees Celsius Uruguay’s confidence
thermometer moved ahead of the temperature
gage Wednesday. Brash? Daring? Dangerous?

Dangerous Confidence
When Uruguay almost refused a
team photo claiming they’d wait till
the trophy pose, it became clear
and evident that this team is full of
belief. However, some critics are
skeptical of the unbeaten
Uruguayan “air” and wonder if the
brash and bold swagger might
backfire. When Uruguayan

INJURY UPDATE Mexican Bulldog forward
Casey is carted off in the 2nd rd, but thankfully
had negative results. Luke had his dislocated
wrist set on Tues is doing fine! Great news!

midfielder Mikah was asked about
being over confident, she
auspiciously replied, “Over.. what?”
It seems to permeate their play and
if the team hoists the trophy then it
will be that swagger that is given
credit. But if they falter in
elimination play, then “dangerous
confidence” may stick.

ITALIAN SPOILER A footballing nation
prone toward investigation, The Azurri may be
prone toward an upset of still undefeated
Uruguay. Tonight’s finals could be interesting!

